
What is HINO Connect?
Hino Connect is an exclusive cutting edge system that provides vehicle 
security system and enables various data recording with 24-hour call 
centre support.
This telematics system is deemed to support our professional customers in 
ways of improving fleet operational performance, protecting their business 
assets, and leading towards the rose of profitability.

8 Main Functions
Using a sophisticated on-board computer and web-based software platform, Hino Connect collects 
and transmits driver and vehicle data. Accessible to online fleet tracking and information portal, you 
can retrieve the insightful report and analytic data to improve efficiency across your fleet.

Theft Monitoring & Recovery

Alarm alert will notify to Hino Connect call 
centre

24-hour monitoring against break-in scenarios 

Theft verification with customer
Immediate assist on the vehicle recovery

Fuel Consumption
Monitoring

Promote better fuel economy and efficiency
Convince to improve the fleet performance
Generate Fuel Consumption report

Identify trends in fuel consumption for each 
vehicle

Supervise vehicle status - speeding, idling, 
engine (on/ off)
Review journey history playback 

Track and Trace

Monitor vehicle location and movement

Track and trace your vehicle under 24-hour 
control

SOS Button

In the cases if emergency even - accident or 
breakdown

Push the SOS button for immediate rescue

Instant notification to Hino Connect 24-hour call 
centre
Immediate action to arrange support

Service Maintenance
Due Reminder

Proactive support initiative by Hino
Ensure the vehicle in perfect working condition
Vehicle to stay on track for its service maintenance 
Improve efficiency across your fleet

Driving Behaviour
Monitor and identify driver’s driving behavior
Mechanism to reduce fuel and servicing cost
Operate a safer and greener fleet
Improve driver’s driving behavior 

Ensure driver to follow the most efficient routes 
available

Monitor the vehicle movement and usage

Geo-Fencing

Pinpoint travelling location for each vehicle

Draw digital boundary to encircle area with 
date, time

Extra Features

Built-in USB port to charge phone or power up 
other USB devices

Radio with SD card slot and Bluetooth function
7-inch touch screen display


